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residential Selection Committee Elections Next Wee
The Board of Governors has

approved

a

Presidential

the work of the committee should
begin working to nominate and

Selection University Committee,

muster

selected in the categories set out

represent their interests.

with

the

membership

to

be

below. This campus committee

will work closely with the BOG

Search Committee, chaired by

Mr. Leon Davis, in the process of

selecting the next President of

support

for

those

candidates they feel would best
The

membership

of

the

Presidential Selection University

Committee, as approved by the
Board of
follows:

Governors,

is

as

members

of

the

University

election

process

community to the nomination and
for

the

I.

community who are interested in

Nominating petitions for all
persons interested in being
e l e c t e d to t h e s e l e c t i o n

be turned in to Regina Williams

6.

Four

students.

full-time

in

good standing to be elected at

large by all full-time employ

committee are available as of
this date from Regina Williams,

located on the third floor, in the

University Assembly.
For all those conslltuenctes

A petition requires 5% or 10
signatures, whichever number is

process will be supervised and

be represented on the committee.

University Assembly, who

each of the college faculties

full

5. One professional administrator
(non-civil service status>;

9. One Community Represen

of

parties. Members o f the GSU

the

constituency.

processes are as follows:

wtll serve as Chairperson of

Chairperson

democratic

allow

participation by interested

Commission for this election. The

persons of that rank;

will be the Chairperson of the

the

The

members elected from and by

lone from each of the four

The Election Commission has the
information as to the necessary
signatures required for each

Commission. Ms. Sue Burrington

secretary

the Committee;
2. Four full-time teaching faculty

committee, which are designed to

conducted by the GSU Election

:1. A vice prestdent to be selected
by persons of that rank;
4. A dean to be selected by

ees with civil service status:
11. The President of the Governors
State University Alumni

Governors State University. The

purpose of this letter is to alert all

colleges _of the university>;

•

Associalion;

tative

elected

to

the

which elect their members, the

to

the

As s e m b l y ,

University

or fr o m the
Inf o r m a t i o n O f f i c e . M s .
Williams' office i s presently
President's area.

fewer, from the constituencies to

·HAPPYNE

DEADLINE: All petitionsmust

by 12:00 noon, Friday, January 9,
1976.
The elections will be held on

12,

January

results

w i ll

1:1,

be

immediately

and

14.

The

announced

and

the

first

meeting o f the committee will be
on January 16, 1976.

All questions about the election

should be addressed

to

Sue

Burrington. Learning Resources

Center, Extension 2223.

YEAR

University Assembly Election
Petitions o·ue Jan. 26Un iversity

The

E lect ion

Commission announces that the

time

has

come

Those wishing to run should

begin

note that

nominating petitions

elections.

members

of

to

preparati ons a n d plans for
University Assembly

polling place.

<requiring the names of 5% or 50

9:30A.M., Jan. 26.

Candidates will be announced
to the University Community on

constituency,

January 26th. For information

circulated from Jan. 12 through

Burrington (2223) or Gideon Falk

the

The elections will be held this

whichever is fewer) are to be

call

with the Information Office as

Jan.

(2293).

year from Feb. 9 through Feb. 14

26

with

a

deadline

of

Bill

Dodd

(2122)

Sue

llew-Lallor Pains in CHLD
in the Pan
l lenrv L. Harton I l l , a student at GSU, participated
Amer ican games in Mexico City. Barton was on the United

Rodney Smith

States judo team of nine members which took four out of five

A

places in competition with 3Z countries. He is a football,
bast>ball, and basketball athlete, a Graduate student in HLD

Veterans Club, attended Kennedy-King College in Chicago
and St. Ambrose College in Davenport, Iowa. He graduated
from DeLaSalle High School in Chicago. He hopes someday
to return to Mexico to study medicine.

Crawford Awe. to let Pawed
Park Forest South President,

road, which when paved will ease

financing of $425,000 toward the

which at present provides the

paving

of

Crawford

Ave.,

between Old Monee Road, a t the
east

side

of

the

campus,

to

Stuenkel Road on the north. The
east entrance to GSU skirts the

was

the traffic flow on Stuenkel Road,

only easy access to GSU.

The grant is in the amount of

$250,000 from Federal New
Communities Grants and $175,000

from Governors State University.

held

Tues.
concerning the

December 11,
difficulties in HLD.

and bas a judo class. Barton, before becoming head of GSU's

Larry McCellan, announced the

meeting

State University.
One obstacle that remains in

the way of plans being completed
by the Chicago South Suburban

Mass Transit, is the agreement of
the Federal Urban Mass Traruipo r t a t i o n

administration

<UMTA> to the appointment of
Alfred Benesch and Company as
engineers for the project.
.
Olson Brothers and Company

have signed a contract to do most
of the construction work, . but

Benesch must be approved as the

supervising engineers before

work can

necessary

be

started. This is

because

transit district has

no

the

CSSM

staff of its

own and a consulting firm, such·
as Benesch must be hired to
supervise the construction.
Temporary

m a de

.for

plan s have been

gro undbreaking
ceremonies at the GSU site
<Governors Highway

and

Stuenkel Rd.>. On January 3 a
number of local and state
dignitaries,

congressmen

including
who

make. Marlene Beeson said, "I
have compl eted courses and

GSU Gets First
Co�nplete Catalog

haven't gotten credit for them.
The undergraduates take all the

required courses and then the

graduate

students

can't

take

them because the classes are

filled. Also, I think there should

. be a meeting once a month."
Another

student,

who

asked

that his name not be used, said "I

have no complaint with the Dean

except the policy of no overload.

If we fall flat on our faces that is

PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill.

university, mission, instructional

1.0. -Its first complete catalog

system, glossary, accreditation,

our responsibility."

State University.

resources center, community

listening to the requests of the

education, admissions, financial

a one-track mind. He feels that

has been published by Governors
Numbering 176 pages, the

catalog

in

8-1/ 2-11

inch,

e c ono m ic a l t e l e p h o n e b o o k

format is for the 1976 academic
year. The 30,000 copies weighed
12 tons.
The

catalog

covers

the

Illinois Central Gulf Railroad
Commuter Service Coming to GSU
The Illinois Central Gulf
railroad may soon extend their
commuter service to Governors

Prior to the meeting a few
students had some comments to

areas

included

in

the

organizational

chart,

learning

college relations, experimental

students. I think he is a man with

aids, student services, campus

only he knows what is good for

College of Business and Publi�
Service, College of Cultural

more attuned to the needs of the

facilities map.

project will be the digging of a

hmnel under the ICG tracks and

Goverqors State university. This

tunnel will connect the station
with future parking facilities east

of the railroad and west of the

building, it is only as good as its

each

with

learning

allow

digging

of

the

three

Wh a t b r o u g h t

about

phone directory.

and

university

There are numerous pictures.
Designed

as

a

complete

Cogdell

concerning

this

toward the students and his lack

index,

was

his

Dean

insensitivity

of skills in performing his job
according to the students.
The Dean

spoke

for

a

few

reference for students, faculty,

minutes and said that he was

product

him and that he would leave the

and

of

staff,

the

the

catalog

is

the

of concerted efforts
office of university

relations and the instructional

Editor

was

Joan

designer

Lewis,

was

Gail

Grigsby, and photographers were
Uoyd

DeGrane, John

Flower,

John Biro, and Jacob Liao.

Page2

foundation."

catalog

Richard Burd, Patricia Brunelle,

represent

registration. A university is like a

meeting

graphic

to

is ludicrous that the graduate

and administrative staff, cross

Governors highway traffic will be

tunnel.

the

included,

communications center over the
last 10 months.'

built

especially

students lose their seniority at

highway.

.
A temporary detour route for

and

Sciences, and College of Human

collegial learning module index,

The first work to be done on the

students

gradu�te students. I think that it

C o l l e g e ot
Environmental and Applied

module descriptions and index.
Indexes are the professional

transit

the students. The Dean should be

S t u d i e s ,

Learning and Development are

district, will be invited to attend.

Joan Prescott said, "He isn't

aware of the grievances against

meeting so that people would not

be afraid to vote honestly. It had
been decided that a vote would be

ta!ten to determine the level of

confidence in the Dean. The votes

were taken and the faculty, civil

service and others voted "no

confidence", 30-12.

... .... .

It Spoke to New-Birth

Dissonance in HLD

The "crisis" which led to this meeting reportedly centers a round the
appointment of Dr. Tulsi Saral to Assistant Dean of Articulation,

although inside sources concede the difficulties stem from the
relationship between the Dean and students of HLD. A relationship, the
students claim, which is seriously hampered by the actions of Assistant
Dean Egalton who, al legedly, "cannot relate to Blacks." <Blacks make
up 58% of HLD. l Faculty too, it has been said, disagree with the Deans

and non"Way", and have been known to communicate this verba lly
·
verbal ly.

Last Spring, a similar meeting was held with Dean Cogdell and

students of HLD concerning, among other things, the cost and
implementation of the U ndergraduate Testing Program. At that March

meeting, Dean Cogdell and Professor M oore shook hands and pledged to
work together. Issues at that time included periodic informal rap

sessions; periodic individual faculty conferences; community forums;
community workshops; periodic presidential talks; collegial forums;
recognition of outstanding achievements; faculty workshops and
retreats; communication with other institutions about "our way of
doing" and maximum utilization of University resources; as well as a
Quarterly Journal of Human Learning and Development."
This is what happened...

In an inevitable confrontation which culminated December 17 in the Com
munity Conference Room, the Dean of the Col lege of Human Learning and

remi nded of what has gone on in the
past; what is going on now and some of

Development, Roy Cogdell , apparently reached "a meeting of the minds" with

attending students, faculty and staff.
Heral ding a "New Birth" in HLD, the Black Caucus emerged victorious in the
fum ing controversy recently triggered by the appointment of a non-black to the

the resul tant activities that are taking

place." One of these things that have
come to my attention, very vividly, is
that since I've been here I have at

position of Assistant Dean of Articulation. Attem pts by the Black Caucus to
meet with the Dean at that time, proved fruitless but a series of marches on the

Dean's home later succeeded in bringing about a meeting of the Dean with the

tempted to be a person who looked 'at

At that meeting the Dean agreed in principle to the demands of the Black
Caucus. The meeting being reported on here im mediately followed that "de

"I have learned that perhaps that is
the inappropriate way to procede. One

situations in color without color.'

steering Committee of the Black Caucus the morning of the 17th.

of the clearest indicators is that 3 of my

briefing session"
Speaking at the

meeting,

President

Engbretson c ommended the staff of
HLD

for

their

"good

work."

The

black faculty, or 4, were able to per
suade 30 out of 42 to vote no-confidence

"It was not my intention"

Dean Cogde l l stood before the
students in the CCR and apologized to

me.
in
That says something to me very

clearly. It says to me that I have a

heavy constituency of Black students
that I may have not listened to as

clearly and as attentively as I often
have. It says to me that I have some

constituency of black faculty that do not
feel as though I listened attentively to
them. It says to me that in attempting
to respond to the needs of al l of the

members without regard to race,
creed, color, I may have gone wrong
because white faculty voted a vote of
no-confidence in me too. Matter of fact
there were more white votes than black
votes of no-confidence. So apparently

President explained that he understood
the di fficul ties as a result of the high

workload. "There is no reason to stop
logical reasonable dissent," he said,
"that's what the University is all

about ! " The Board of Higher Education
is prepared to recommend the highest
budget increase of any state institution

to GSU," the

president

announced:

"We will have increased programs in

HLD. I want you to know that," he said.

anyone he may have offended. " It was

not my intention." he said.
"The second thing," he went on to
say, "is that I have just gone through a

four or five hour de-briefing session. A
de-bri efing session , as I a m
operationally defining here, is a session
in which one party tries to im press upon
another party the need to reassess
positions ."
"For ' about

four

hours

was

something is wrong.
" Now, the issues that I understand
we are confronted with are many. All of
which I must take the blame for in
directly, some of which I must take the

blame for directly. My intent is to listen
a n d to take w hatever appropri ate
actions are necessary to take care of
the situation. I do no intend to act
disinterestingly or without carefully
analyzing the situation.

Black Caucus Position
"What I have asked of the Black
Caucus is for them to come here and
share with you the things that we

Pase3

discussed, resolutions they have. and
suggestions that they have for me in

order to repair a situation that has
materialized.
Clara Anthony spoke for the Black

Caucus:
"By a unanimous conclusion, a three

phase resolution seemed to be part of
their <the Caucus l concerns.
"The first recommendation is that
the Dean of Articulation be Black. and
be elected by the processes and

procedures which are mutually agreed
upo n by CH L D.

"The second recommendation was

that

the

Civil

Service

and

Ad

ministrative staff reflect the kind of
constituency that is representative of
the students served.
"T he t h i r d rec o m m e n d a t i o n,
following out of the first two. is that

programs and modules must be open to
serve the needs of the constituencies of
that college.

"Resources must be made available
to implement that . It is not the role of
the Dean but the Administration."
She added, "I have not at any point
felt more positive about the kinds of
things that Black people are coming
together to do. We of the Caucus believe
that the internal problems have to be
dealt with people who know those in
timately. And we felt that there is
nothing that was going on in this
University that at some level we can't

begin to talk about in the kinds of ways
to come to a resolution. I think we make
a big step toward that and one of the

things the Caucus is going to recom
mend is that no outsider be brought in

unless it is necessary. Because we have
the mechanisms within the University

to deal with the problems we have to
solve."

C.llf.11Jt10l

were in fact many positive resolutions

"What

as to what Roy's behavior must be. It
did not speak to any righteous retentive

Emergency task force

I will

do," the

Dean

an

swered," is set up an emergency task

force in the college. of faculty and
students. to recommend to me im
mediate positive actions I can take.

"What needs to be done is to identify

what the problems are and the source of

the problems. I'm not the source of the
problems. I'm not the source of the

problem that you don't have enough
faculty here. I've asked for adequate

faculty. Look at the record."

Bobby Mills acknowledged the Deans

past efforts in improving HLD.

He

pointed out that "Where Roy is at fault
is that he has not, prior to this occasion.

come to you and told you what he was

doing. So that all of you could have got

together and gone to the source of the
problem."

Dean Cogdell responded, "Everytime

a student comes to me and says I can't
find my advisor, I listen to him. But

that 's alii can do. Unless it is reflected
in your advisee evaluation or I have
something in writing.

"You see. right now, you talk about
what your desires are, what your
wishes are, I think your gathering here

tonight. if you are gathering here about
advising, about any of the things you
see wrong in the college, you can do

something about it. You can make all
the faculty stand up there against the
wall and detail to you when their office
hours

Because

open.

are

if

sa y

I

anything to them I'm harrassing them.
But you can call all of us into account.

Here I stand."
Num eric al relati ons
Bill Moore stood up: "I recognize that

this is a student meeting and I'm glad
that it is occurring and I most certainly
don't want to take from the students the

opportunity to say the things you want
to say and have a need to say. However,

I want to latch in onto one point because
this rhetoric and definition that time to

time plays the trick on us - that notion
of quality, that notion of academic
excellence - are notions that are going

to have to be defined not in terms of the
numerical relationships that exist.
"And when we ta

quality

education,

ll�

about we want

when

we

want

academic excellence, we are going to
be

very

clear

and

very

keen

to

recognize and not be deceived by
somebody's notion that something of
quality
is a
numerical
kind
of
relationship that must always exist."
"You see, I have been on the deans

on the part of his veto. It spoke to New

Birth. What was said in the Caucus this

morning is that something new is going
to happen at GSU. With or without Roy

and it also says with or without Bill
Engbretson or Egalton. And so we have

to be honest with you along those lines
Roy. Your veto power was taken."

problems that we have, and come up
w i t h s o m e const r u c t i v e r e c o m 
mendations. I'm no t the sire. I'm not
Jesus Christ. I don't have all the an

swers."

What can studt>nts to

"I suspect that together we can have
.,n impact on tne problem. I also want
to say that gatherings like this is not the
best possible way to on a long range

students here have commitments? How
many here today are working with
faculty on committees and doing things
that you have? But until you're in

to encourage the University to move

trying to express all along and I can't
emphasize this enough is that the man
is trying. I see Roy doing two things,
One is looking at himself, and his

professional role as Dean in the college
of Human Learning and Development

and saying here "I have been a little

arbitrary and tried to solely define that

role

internally

onto

myself

and

I

haven't given you students input into
trying to find and help me about the

business of building the kind of learning

environment that is wholesome and
creative and productive for all of us. I

think that's saying it.

"One other thing he is saying, I heard

Roy say some other things that didn't

come anywhere near. I think for the
first

time

I

heard

Roy

Not

take

responsibility for white folk. The reason

why we have some problems because of

the simple reason the administration is
not Roy Cogdell."
·

Black supports

Suzanne Prescott:

"Roy. if we were to take the vote over

again we took two days ago in six

months time, how would you like that

vote to come out."
Dean Cogdell:
"Well. quite frankly, I just couldn't
care less. I'll tell you why. Because I.

from now on, am going to listen to the
Black Caucus, you know, I think the
White man will fall in line. You can
promise me anything but if we have

freedom for everyone and you ask me
where I want to go I'll be leading the
Black. that's all. Have whites gone
poor? I get my support from the

But

we have a

development

input on an ongoing basis. How many

volved in

the

governance system

�

where the decisions are made
hich
affect everybody's direction, where you

put input. where you tell the faculty
"you aren't doing this, you aren't doing
that."
"You see. I'm just a symbol, none of
these things do I do. I provide leader

ship but until you come forth; You can't
come out here for two nights a week
from four to eight and play a good

citizenship role in the college. You can't
do that." We have committees, all
kinds of committees in that college that

determine how long you stay here; How
long your stay will be; how much

money will it take; what kind of
education you will get; who will give it
to you; all of these decisions are being
made there. I beg you again to take part
in the governance system."

"We're talking about re-vamping the
entire governance system in the

college. Take part in that, and make the
faculty responsive to your needs. Don't

come to me only to complain the ad

him was. "That's a damn lie." I may
not teach a hundred students in a

cubicle, quantitative analysis, and I
might agree to that. but I disagree that

1 can't teach you here the social skills in
\his setting. Though we have to be very

careful when we bite into this kind of

game. All of

us

are for quality."

Bobby Mills spoke up, "You made

one definite mistake. He said you can't

teach a hundred students you should
have said. "Yeah, you're right, but I

help a hundred students learn."
Mike Lewis asked, "Are you going to
retain the right to veto their recom

can

mendation or are you going to go ahead
and move on those recommendations as

an

equal

member

of

that

college

responsible to it's constituency?"
Will use veto

The dean replied, "I might add that

there, all of us were there, now what we

in HLD and the University. That's the
only other way to get students into
administration."

Do somt>thing about it

Bill Moore:

"I'm not clear of the statement about

listening to

the

Black

Caucus

and

students. This is what I mean. I been
listening to a lot but that don't mean

you are going to do what I say because

I'm listening. I think what I want to
hear is that you gonna take some of our
recommendations and

do something

with them instead of just listening to

them. You told me you were going to

use your veto power. so you might listen
to me but you might not consider what 1
said."
Cogdell:

I'm

going

to

.

take

into

consideration what the Black Faculty
and students body is saying..."
"Moore:

·'And do something about it?"

Cogdell:

person ain't there. That person will be

"Constructive?"

Moore:

there when you hold him accountable.

Cogdell:

shoulders

"I have taught at several colleges."

And I'm going to stop taking it on my
because

I'm

getting

into

"Constructive."

problem _in HLD.

sincere about the quality of education

may be a step in that direction, I'm

Help me to bring about what your

confidence in you Roy in solving the

"I think whats happening today

that a large percent of the faculty
as well as Civil Service, who took a vote
administration. Aside from the fact
blacks. ( unintellegible J what are you

going to do to restore their confidence.
As we have said through the vote, that

we just don't have the confidence that

you're doing the kind of things that you

need to do to call the job. I guess what I
would like to do, and I would like you to
shut up Bobby, I'm kinda upset when

test to see who's sensitive to your
problems. I think I'm very sensitive

You have never seen anybody more

you get here. and about you, as I am.

me. I beg you."
Bobby Mills:

what Ed is saying is you want to see

quality of students coming to this in-

. stitution

but

the

quality

of

shape. the quality of instruction and the

dedication of some of the faculty here
suffers greatly. And I think that until

such time you students get your shit

together and stop coming out here

language. you see. !>f your chosen
profession. You don't, in fad, you can't
count on upward and lateral mobility on

Suzanne' Prescott's question that now

he will listen to black faculty because

he understands that that is the reason
why he is standing down there tonight.

and tonight, had he listened to them he
would. what? Not be there! That is the

"I would like to add something to

already recognize why he is where he
is."

Night time meetings

Barbara:

what Bill Moore said about moving the

meetings to nighttime meetings. I think

that is the best idea I have heard in
years. We've been trying to do �hat

mean shit because you can't speak the

your job sites because you can't
compete.
"Until you get your shit together and
say to us the hell with all this political

shit about who wants what, who wants
to be A, B. C, D, E, Top-dog or
whatever the case ma
be. We're

y

coming here spending our time and
money. and effort to get a quality
education, and we are going to move on
anybody that does not establish a
climate condusive to that, until then I
think whatever the hell happened here
tonight you deserved."

What we will do

Dean Cogdell:

"O.K. I don't have all of the answers,

HLD Programs Closed

again all I do is provide leadership in

the college, I have a faculty of fifty. I

have

some

students

who

are

ad

ministration across the board is in bad

portant power in Roy's statement to

some of us may have missed the im

convinced at this point that Gogdell
understands it and I want to hear it
from him because regardless of what
you say or do I have to Jive with him.
And thats what I want to be able to do.

this and that, etc. I think a great deal of

that is bullshit. We do have a hi�h

ripping off youth and degrees that don't

important CUnintelligible> do the man

gotta be solved in HLD. You all have to
be here to solve those problems. I'm not

people have been throwing apalades

what Roy is going to do. I think maybe

somebody says what the Black caucus
is doing because I think since the ad
ministration is an HLD process, and it's

dis

satisfied with the instruction that they

are getting. I have some students who

are dis-satisfied with the quality and

quantity of the values that they are
I have some students dis

me "what am I going to do." I think

said, there should be a price.Tbere

and still have a meeting with the students

voted no-confidence is that I had no

does in this university.
Bill Moore stood up again, "I just

with the Caucus this morning, Roy was

The policies and decisions are made

in the morning. We can't live with it

about quality of education here. and

have a whole host of problems that I as

apprise you of something that occurred

their meetings too. We can only become

effective if they all are available to us.

to your problems sometimes I feel like I
am tied. I can't do anything about it.

blacks."

this University has the power. I'll take

come up again. Now if I can sort of

their meetings. do everything you can

an unidentified faculty member said.
"And interspersed in all this madness

getting.

it into advisement like everyone else

please. if you are going to go out and

trouble without your support. I'll take a

Mike is one of those persons I've had
difficulty with. The answer is
..,equivocally and flatly no. I have to

use the veto, I have to. The president of

whatever problems we come up with.

automatically we are restricted. So.

·:A.nd do something about it."

from four to eight. That's why that

relationship

Moore can't teach a hundred students.
that'. not quality." And my response to

here. make policies that put us inside of

a box and we got to live inside those so

visor ain't in his office and his hours are

that a lot of initiative was started by

to me. matter of fact the president said
to me. and I call it into question, "Bill

of the University. because we can't be

encourage the faculty of HLD to move

want.

ass about this notion of a relationship

and

University. Somebody is going to have

to recognize that someday. But the rest

system in HLD that calls for individual

arms to the floor but I think that what

"I want to say one thing Ed, I think

numbers

we find in HLD is that when the final

count is taken, we're it. We are this

we want to say. what Roy has been

Bill is a theologian as you know it.

themselves. have no confidence in the

between

it's like a morgue. One problem that

he's got a little Baptist blood from his

Bobby Mills:

objectives are. whatever they are. Help

quality because I know when the game
is being played. Someone has once said

that all our students are night students.
Walk around here during the day -

deal with problems. Ever since I have
been at this University, I have said to
students that you can come in when
there is a crisis only if that is what you

sure. But the problems here remain

between numbers and quality are the

University-wise for the past three years

ever since it became pretty obvious

satisfied with'" volume or basis for
revenue that are not materializing. I
an individual can't do."

"I think it is an unfair question to ask

what the right question is what are
"we" going to do? I think that I have
already said that I'm going to ask that a

group of faculty and students sit down
and identify the problems, isolate the

-
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There will be no new ad
missions in three programs for
two trimesters in the college of
Hu m a n L e a r n i n g a n d

and Development.
In

an

plicants,

announcement
the

to

university

ap
ex

spring

plained: "This decision results
from lack of resources, faculty,
and sta f f required to serve
students adequately. We an

human relations services, urban
teacher education, and human

This decision will rest, however,
on the availability of resources at

Development at Governors State
University.
For

the

winter

or

summer trimester, 1976, there
will be no new admissions in

services.
Nor will there be admissions
for new non-degree students to
the College ol Human Learning

ticipate being able to open the
programs for fall, 1976 trimester.

that time."

The Black Caucus, however,

may change this.
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I. To Understand, Accept, and Value Self.

...,..

well as the ethnic groups and cultures of others.

::I

•
•
*
•
•

Foe•
Oft

\'.To Master the theoretical and practical use or mathematics.

\'II. To Understand and appreciate the social and physical sciences and the fine

VIII. To Attain a full grasp or career development opportunities which lead to a
rewarding and productive life.

XI. To Utilize creative theory and craeative processes for identifying and
alt.-ring social institutions and systems which tend to create or perpetuate
disadvantagement, maladaptive behavior, and anti-human ideals.

to encourage and facilitate the wise use of these

The indicated images of the University Advocate for

valuable resources. Professors can advantageously
use video and audio tape recorders, overhead

than

and

the Governors State University of the future are more
description

of

the

University in the future realm of existence is based on

psychological exploration and

interpretation of the major themes of concern of

aggrieved University citizens. Current developments

projectors, filmstrips, 2 inch slides, television, films,
other

commercial

technological

instruction. These aids can

aids

be used in

to

standard

instructional areas, but increased benefit can come

from their use in imminent large group instruction and

independent study. Time and money are saved with

indicate that the University is making rapid progress

large groups, and in the case of independent study,

progress is being made.

more responsible for their own learning facilitation.

on some of the future-oriented goals. On others no

Administrators and University citizens may adopt one

of three possible attitudes toward focusing on change:

< ll They can turn their backs and oppose change; (2)

They can wait for others to carve out new directions for
nontraditional universities; Or, (3) they may become

the vanguard, spearheading and encouraging change,

and helping the higher education public to understand
the nature of accomplished outcomes.
Answers

to

the

following

questions

can

suggest

directions for implementing change in the organization

professional time iS freed up and students may become

Another possible schedule modification is to leave one

or two blocks of time in the University calendar when

there are no schueduled classes. During these periods,
intensive and

extensive student

advising

can

be

scheduled on individual and group bases. Important

student-life activities n\ay also be scheduled during

competencies lend themselves to independent study?

What can students learn from each other through
peer

competencies

counseling?

require

more

What

modules

personal

and

interaction

professional

development,

curriculum

into these special "advisement blocks."

1. Some Classes and instructional areas will be small.
Much of the instruction in the Governors State

University

of

the

future

will

be

conducted

in

especially designed for small group instruction. In
professors will

analyze

for individual work? How much instruction can be done

students' reactions to module content and will assess

Team teaching of coordinated study packages can

measures. They will conduct reserach on how students
influence and help one another. Professors will

current academic programs of the University. Two or

consult in such a way as to give depth and meaning to

s t u d e n t s' p r o g r e s s w i t h c r i t e r i o n-r e f e r e n c e d

facilitate cognitive and affective learning; advise and

more related learning modules can be combined so

learning.

activities and experiences of the coordinated study

2.

expertise. Of course, team teaching ·can involve
professors from different programs and colleges. As
'more professors coordinate these modules, increased

the individual interests and abilities of students. This

professors

can

facilitate

those

learning

package which most closely match their skills and

flexibility in module scheduling and more effective use

of the special professional talents of professors will
ensue. It is imperative that professors have sufficient

Independent

Studies

kinds of laboratories, including the following:

Fine Arts

Physical Sciences

Mathematics

Foreign Language Arts

consultants or

professors.

Possibly through the Community Services wing, the

University can assemble a roster of resource persons
to be

requested as needed. Approved video tape

recordings should be ma<te for benefit of future classes
without the necessity of calling the specialists and

emphasized.

will require using automated learning devices and

One simple way to add to the quality of instruction in
comrnunity

be

study carrels, and working on projects in a variety of

Social Sciences

outstanding

will

Increasingly, the University in Phase II will service

time to plan and evaluatE' their coordinated work.

times of budgetary shortages is through the use of

Practical Arts
Health

English Language Arts

Re-creation
Sports

Work rooms will be equipped with the appropriate tools
of

the

above

curricular

listed

study

University's

subject

materials

learning

areas.

will

resource

be

Home-grown

found

center.

in

the

Additional

commercial learning materials will also be available
to

assist

students

in

concentrated

and

creative

consultants back to the University.

thinking, studying, and writing.

Reducing the clerical tasks of professors is an easy

reduction, it may be helpful to ask professors to

:1. Some classes and instructional areas will be large.
The Colleges in Phase II will use modules of 100 to 120
students when the desired performance objectives can

more effective with experience.

inclination,

The University new possesses more technological aids

team of learning facilitators. Under this arrangement,

way to implement changs in staff patterns. Before the

indicate what they would do with the extra time. The
use of graduate assistants is likely to become wiser and

to instruction and resource persons than professors are

using wiseJy:-Effective measures should be employed

State

Un i v e r s i t y

will

p r o m o te

the

full

professionalization o f the instructional staff. Graduate

assistants will supplement professors' professional
work in such areas as tfte following:
Academic Advising

Research

Clerical Type Services

Audio-Visual Instruction

Evaluation

Record Keeping

Material Assembling

Statistical Reports

In general, graduate assistants will assist with those

necessary tasks which fall somewhere between the
the

secretarial level and
university teaching.

professional

of

level

to these modules
and

skill

in

will have experience,

handling

large

groups.

Ordinarily, large modules will be coordinated by a

special competencies of faculty can be used to good

advantage and team teaching should be positively
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academic

affairs.

There

will

be

instructional

materials centers where professors and students will

6. Scheduling will be more flexible. Colleges will
emphasize

flexibility

in

module

scheduling.

Less

attention will be paid to fixed periods which break the

day into exactly equal time slots. Professors wili

govern their day and advising activities by the needs of
their students rather than by a fixed time schedule

Direct-instruction contact hours will be reduced in

favor of increased professional development tasks.

enrichment activities, and informal conferences ana

group discussion with students and colleagues. The
University will operate seven days a week during day

and evening hours as needs dictate.

7. The professional needs or faculty will be recognized.
Above all, the instructional staff will have the
opportunity to perform like professional persons, with

knowledge,

skills,

and

pride

in

what

they

do.

Professors, administrators, and students will acquire a

better image of the university professor. Professors

will

achieve

true

professionalization

by

trying

imaginative approaches leading to more efficient use

of instructional time and abilities. Professors will earn

self respect and the respect of their students
keeping

their

own

lives

interesting

and

by

their

knowledge up-to-date. They will prepare and use

interesting

up-tQ-date

instructional

materials

and

tools. Administrators will recognize the fact that the

professional, academic, and humane atmosphere of

the College is crucial in determining faculty morale

and the quality of instruction.

II.

Student

learning

contracts

will

be

different.

�arning contracts will be constructed so that students

acquire learnings in

be effectively achieved in large groups. Professors
assigned

services will .have a more direct functional relationship

engage in intensive and extensive study.

University? How many learning carrels are required

immediately be started without unduly disturbing the

.t. Graduate assistants will be used. The use of

graduate assistants in the next phase of Governors

to

Certain

these instructional areas,

well with self-instructional learning modules?

the economical use of technical equipment.

planning, and governance activities may also be fitted

instructional areas with fifteen to twenty students,

learning facilitation can take place away from the

reinforced. Large group instruction also contributes to

5. Instructional services will reflect changes. The
Learning Resources Center and related instructional

between students and their professors? How much

that the

*

these blocks without conflicting with regular classes.

and delivery of academic services: What modules and

organized

.1.1...

XII. To Ultimately utilize creative theory and creative processes to explore and
•
•
interprt>t tht> esst>nce or being human- the ability to envision and actualizt> idt>al
•
•
ends.
•
•
............
.....................
�

IMPLEM ENTING CHANGE

Aquana n

•
•
•
•
•

X. To Utilize creative theory and creative processes ror the continuing
procreation of mental and emotional well-being.

*

c..t�... fttlllut ...

an

#

IX. To Acquire the values and habits of responsible citizenship at multiple
levels. including world citizenship.

.1.1...

The

...,..

•
•
•
•
•

and performing arts.

•
•
.•
•
•

visions.

!

VI. To Practice habitual behavior which fosters the continuing re-creation of
physical well-being.

#

imaginary

•
•
•
•
•

IV. To Master the skills of oral and written language communication.

•
•
•
•
•

Cote.tte. ThoMD.b, S.A.
Re.nte. St4owho4K, S.A.

...,..

services, and <:1> supportive human services.

...,..

Pa.ut G. ll.itt, Advoca.te.
K.(.m Ma.boK, He.a.d Stc4tta.4y

.1.1...

Ill. To Develop Positive Attitudes towards <I > life-long learning, <2> academic

!

Change-

#

II. To Understand, Appreciate, and Value one's own ethnic group and culture as

several areas from

vfirious

programs and Colleges. The amount of time for

specialized learning

pursuits

will

increase

progressively a s students approach gradua tion.

Evaluation will continue to place much emphasis on

competence achievement in various cognitive areas.
But other criterion-referenced methods of evaluation

will appraise affective areas as well as mental and

emotional maturity and readiness for graduation.
Included in all students' contracts will be career

developmental modules or experiences.

e.t........

have viable options when
to advise.

C H -C H-C H-Changes

professors are not

available

The special counseling, advising, and career needs of
minority students and women will be recognized and
provided for through career development programs
and services. The understanding of the special needs of

9. llniversity resources will be allocated differently.
The University will eliminate uneconomic policies and
procedures so that available funds can go further. This
does not imply criticism of current budgets. The point
is. however, that resources will be allocated to the

minority students and women is of paramount
importance if they a re to be successf ully guided
toward more rewarding life styles. The deficiencies in
their backgrounds must be identified and addressed .
The proficiencies needed in relation to currently
selected career goals may be obtained through special
reading and group discussion, seminars, workshops,

more functional and popular academic services which
are desired by the student population . Relatively
unpopular academic offerings must be allocated
resources after honest appraisal of their viability and
essential need. The following questions should be

and learning module development. A vital part of the
program of adequate systems to promptly assess their

life experiences in terms of where, or if, they are
applicable for credit in the competency-based matrix

explored :

Do the demands of the current student population
make some Colleges, programs, and modules obsolete,
either in purpose or procedure, and call for new and
di fferent colleges, programs, and modules or at least

of Governors State University.

Are t here valuable activities and experiences which
are given marginal or inadequate attention? For
example. at a time when there is a crisis from the
absence of self identity and group identity and
worsening human relations, is it wise to ignore the
potent ial of inter-varsity sports to promote these

be designated a "free lot" for low-income students or
others who may not have sufficient change for parking
gate coin boxes.

1 :1. Parking problems will be reduced. New parking
lots will constructed in locations which reflect careful

study of current use patterns. The lot which is most
distant from frequently used University entrances will

for new areas of emphasis?

Parking violations will be changed from Park Forest
South citations to University citations. This action will

restore control to the University community and
provide a source of additional revenue. The restoration
of the positive relationships between University

out comes?

Are there current University activities of marginal
value?

citizens and their police officers should be facilitated
by the reduction of the inconsistent issuance of parking
and traffic tickets on campus, which increasing
numbers of students are perceiving as harassment.
Adjudicatory bodies will be established to handle
disputed lick�ts and review veracity of harassment
charges.

Are the professional skills of faculty wasted because
they must perform unnecesarry clerical and other
nonprofessional duties?
Are there some construction features that operate to
reduce instructional efficiency?

J.t .
IU. Testing will be dirrerent. A moratorium will be
called on intelligence and aptitude testing. A

human relations resemble a straggling bunch of weary
combatants, but organizational potential exists. This

group will become an organized powerful force and
give meaningful direction to the concept of cross
cultural understanding.

avoiding quantitative aspects of, tests and stress
creativity and students' exploration of their values,
needs, and interests in relation to· opportunities in
education, work, and leisUre activiQes.
.

.

Many University citizens will be attracted by this new

�

standard of positive racial relations. They will join the

new movement so as to be. J ble to �Plore 'nd �joy the

. '

Ultima�y. the Human Relations Services Prasram of

�

the College of �uman Learning and
elopment will
need to take competencies more seriQUsly as it carries
out its cou.selor !fainin& �bility.
Many
professors lnOw little about tests or .-t a.ta need to be
well-qualified. The counselor education · staff with
support

will

supply

in-service

training and informational services to assist the
University in making responsible judgments in
selecting and interpreting tests so that it can and will
develop and use tests humanely.

I I . The student records problem will be eliminated.
This

will

be

accomplished

through

direct

and

concerted efforts of a vice-president for student affairs
who will insist that the subunit of Admissions and
Records establish efficient systems and procedures.
Accurate

and

official

records

and

cross-cultural

human relations council this cause will achieve a fresh
and ringing appeal. At present, those working for

individual self-understanding and personal career
development. The University will take the lead in

Services

improve

with new vigor. Through the dedicated efforts of a

place. The main focus will change from the institution
to the individual . Measurement will be made for

Student

to

abbreviated

transcri pts that are professional in appearance will be

available on demand from the Registrar for a modest
fee. A complete transcript of the same quality listing

all competencies of a completed modules will be
available on an actual cost basis. Waiting time will be
less than two days.
The efficient delivery system will be accomplished by

the careful, thoughtful, and meticulous long-range
planning of all pertinent GSU computer files and
systems. This will reduce the need to continually
modify the files. Standardization will be a key concept
throughout the records systems. For example, four
digit module numbers will be standard to allow for
maximum future expansion. The purchase and use of a
computer punch system to efficiently punch error
input records will facilitate reprocessing of student
data.
The vice-president for student affairs will demand

carefully thought-out planning of computer software
systems designed like utility programs that will be

operational for an eight to ten yer period. The best
available experts from within the University and from

outside commercial sources will be utilized in this all

important endeavor.

•

Cyber.neUs, phenomenon ol becohlfng � human. The
success of the human relations council will be
traceable. to its directed efforts to analyze desired

behaviors and then to creatively work toward their
realization. The croes-cultural frame or reference will
be utilized to help students develop a more relativistic
analytic approach to the problema of living in a

and

multi-cultured University and world: The study of
students will contain a focus on understanding the
systems of needs , · values, and beliefs, and on

ethnographic data and patterns of behavior, bringing
an international perspective to Governors State
University.
l! i.

i''ull

educational

opportunity

philosophy

will

become a living reality. The University will work to

assure all individuals the higher education that will

add to and develop their human potential and career
development. New population strands will make new

demands on the educational structure of the
University. Populations previously ignored will be
accommodated in greater numbers. In addition to low
income and minority students, the University will

service :
I . Handicapped citizens

2. Returning housewives

3. Reti red men and women

4. Inmates of penal institutions

5. Employed citizens seeking advancement
6. Professionals and paraprofessionals
7. Foreign students
The University will reexamine the new concept of
career development : its availability to all citizens, its
purposive goals, its methodology, its relation to
manpower use in this Cybernetic Age. The concept of
lifelong full educational opportunity will continue to
grow with increasing numbers and varieties of options.
16.

The

maintenance

of quality

learning

will

be

While recognizing that
degl ees are important, the University will take quality
control steps including the evaluation of students at
various points along the way to degr�s. Additionally,
careful attention will be given to specifying the
emphasized over

degrees.

competencies and characteristics which the graduate

with the assistance of the psychometrist will be
responsible for the delivery of counseling and advising

1 7 . �<:valuation will be uniquely purposeful. In addition
to the purpose of i mproving the quality of the

counseling and guidance will supervise a cadre of eight
peer counselors and practicum students. This team

services to the student population on a centralized and
decentralized basis. Academic advising by College

professors will continue to occur, but students will

cognitive

evidence

that

its

programs are relevant and

and

effective,

culminating

graduates who are in demand.

in

learning

rigorous,

quality

The University will set as its goal the maintenance of
standards which are high enough to establish
credibility for its degrees, but not so stringent that
attrition is unreasonably high. Where certification is
r e q u i r e d , s t u d e n t p e r fo r m a n c e o n s pe c i f i ed
standardized measures will be an important criterion

in the evaluation process. For other instructional
areas, achievement measures will be built upon

specific criteria ; such as the objectives, features, and
content of the academic programs of the Colleges.

Other criteria
for cer tificat ion
of
student.
accomplishments might include faculty and students'
self rati ngs and expert evaluations of student projects.

1 11. The University will become a center of education

for the handicapped. In keeping with its tradition of

making higher education available to many students
previously denied the opportunity, Governors Stale

University will explore the feasibility and potential of
becoming a center of education for the handicapped of
the State of I l l inois. Governors State University has
few of the architectural or topographical barriers
which are present on older campuses. Special services
to the handicapped will include the following :
1 . Pre-admission academic advising
2. Special orientation and priority registration
Special parking area
Financial aids advising
Special center in LRC for the blind and deaf
Special career development counseling
7. Special re-creational programs
8. Appropriate therapy

3.
4.
5.
6.

The program of services for handicapped students will

be viewed as an exlention of the University's quest for
educational opportunity and social justice for all
people.

should possess. In pursuit of quality learning, first-rate
multi-ethnic faculty will continue to be recruited and

quality instruction and research will be rewarded.

instructional program, the purpose of establishing and

maintaining

credibility

Governors State

19. Academic scholarships and other reward systems
will be instituted. Scholarships and reward systems

will be instituted to recognize and reinforce
outst anding academic achievements a nd the
overcoming of extraordinary barriers. Community
resources, alumni contributions, and a portion of
student activity fees will form the basis of monetary

support of financial awards to .outstanding academic
scholars. This system of scholarship awards will
complement the existing Tal�nt Scholarship program.
The services of a development officer will be utilized to
coordinate. fund raising , activities to . increase the.
number or available i�a'delilic' scholars.

�,

-

·•.

.rin •tdtlply. Social, special
interest and re-creational activities and services which
reflect the developmental needs and interests ol
students and other University citizens will be

Zl . StHeM-IUe activities

encouraged. Student-life activities will work to
promote a humane atmosphere, positive human

relations, and University identification and loyalty.
Additional objectives of a greaUy expanded student
life program are listed below:
1 : To assist students in their persOnal quests for
identity and social consciousness.

2. To provide · opportunities for governan'Ce
participation and 'democratic living which insp1re
world citizenship.
3. To promote intercommunication and intermix of
students, faculty, and administration.
4. To help students to increase physical fitness ; to
participate in intramural sports for future health and

enjoyment.
5. To plan and provide activities for students who will
spend more time on campus.
6. To explore the potential and probable benefits of

an inter-varisty basketball team.

1 2. ('ounseling and advising services will be upgraded
expanded. A minimum of four well-trained
counselors with a minimum of a masters degree in
and

convmcmg

facilitation

understanding and human relations will be pressed

refreshing change in attitudes toward testing will take

...•

Campagins

provide

will

U niversity.
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be

The

important

University

for

will

In conclusion, no claim is made for either originality or
finality of the ideas suggested for focusing on or
implementing change. The ideas presented are merely
the Advocate's suggested guides for thinking about
future action. The actual steps toward focusing
on change will be determined by the creativity,
wisdom, commitment, and courage of the entire
University community.
• • •

•

I
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Editorial
Sometimes man is forced by circumstances to accept

"somewhat" beyond our control-like death-or what

what is termed "reality" at face value. Sometimes this

face value amounts to no-more than fa ith. Armed with
or Stripped of all illusions of magic and other para

ever "it" is. It also seems that America, on it's 200
anniversary, by it's own actions, is destined to be re
born in, well, could it be 1976? !

finds himself in confrontation with the world. Alone, it
seems, to do battle with the "enemy".

College of Human Learning and Development laid

It is then he must eitl'er produce, or step down to one

And in their meeting they a nnounced a New-Birth. And
HLD is GSU then GSU has bee n re-born !

normal phenomena, the human organism frequently

Meanwhile. at

Governors

State

University,

the

To: Recreative Studies and President Engbretson
Why was the Sunday family swim from 12-2 cancelled?
Why can't we continue with it? Why can't we explain
when we introduce changes?

A Concerned Faculty Member

claim to the GSU banner-"We are this University, "

Being alone, the organism procedes freely until his
actions are called into account, usua lly, by his pee rs.

Barbara said. "it's time somebody recognized that."

who does.

So 1 976 brings the New-Birth of GSU too. And with it

One thing about 1975-Nixon. Something about that
whole thing which seems to fit into a rather unique

faith in what is happening. Faith, because the only
other thing left is magic and we know, as we watch

philosophy-it fits.
And now we're looking at 1976-the year of the
Birthday. The two hundredth no less. This seems to

what happens. that CHLD won't bring magic to GSU.

That is, some of us know. The rest of us will have to
wait and see.

indicate, by past example, the presense of forces

e.��a s.. .,.,... ,... . ....,
,.....

IIIIW LIIP

Twentieth Century society has never really held the
creative artist i n much esteem as it is. Artists have
been classed with other public servants as irrespon
sible to the needs of society. As teachers, doctors and

social workers the public consenus is that their wares
.
should be free and cheap. Nothing coulifbe farther· from
the truth.

SAD's in CCS, BPS, HLD and EAS Translated
ticipate in university and college decision-making, and

assists in locating students interested in serving in a
representative capac ity. He collects and updates in
formation regarding policies and procedures, and
such

information

available

to

new

and

currently enrolled students.
Sanders was chairman of the board for the Chicago

Committee for Better Communties as a student at
Kennedy-King College.
He was · made active,
responsible involvement a way of life, dating back to
the days when he organized the first student govern
ment in the Tennessee elementary school system, to

collegial and university committees.
In the College of Human Learning nnd Development,
Barbara Morton of Park Forest answers student
questions regarding academic programs, records
problems, registration, and college governnance. She

his political campaign for alderman of the Chicago 17th
ward. In Memphis he was one of the top 20 high school
athletes.

information. Needed are two work-study
students to assist with development of student in
formation system, used book referral system, and

Scien�es, Mariano Kienzler of Park Forest also helps
stud� nts in their dealings with th� administration.
Her university program has an �mphasis in science
teaching. Her early interests were in painting and

also assists when possible on program changes, ad
vising, orientation, schedule changes, and change of

In

student

office coverage.

Mrs. Morton is student member of the American
Association of Higher Education, CAEL < cooperative
assessment of exper ient i a l lea r n i n g > assembly,
SCEPP < sub-committee on educational policies and

the

College

of

Environmental

and

Applied

Heights.
In the College of Cultural Studies, James A. Sanders

obtains and provides the administration with data on
such matters as student needs and preferences in the

scheduling of learning modules, registration
procedures, and interest in activities. He determines

It does not assun1e responsibility for loss or theft. The

student must sign a waiver to that fact. Yet all

graduate students must also have a graduate show.
Perhaps if the faculty, staff, students and visitors

showed a bit more concern for people in general we
would not be faced with such inane acts of theft.

Thank you ;
Edward J . Mershon

Graduate Student Painting

WHAT PRICE TU NA?

�
Yellowfin Tuna travel with Stenella Dolphins. The
dolphins are intelligent, warm-blooded, air breathing

program

Understandably no fisherman will step forward to
admit that in records years, an estimated 400 , 000
dolphins are killed. And the dead dolphins simply float
off, belly up, hundreds of thousands each year.
But there is an alternative.

maintains vital communication between
students, faculty, and administration.
Active in state higher education, DeBartolo is state
chairman of the student advisory committee to the
Illinois Board of Higher Education. He was first
student member of the Illinois Community College
board and student association president of Triton
Community College.

She is an active member of the drama group in Chicago

Because our university is supposed to free and open
security is at best difficul t. The work is where it
belongs, out in the open to be seen, enjoyed and con
structively critized. But certainly it should never be
"RIPPED OFF". The university offers only security.

poetry, but currently she is involved in working with
and raising animals. Born in Springfield, Ill., as the
daughter of a career Army officer she spent a number
of years living with her family in Europe where she

attended school.
In the College of Bus iness and Public Service, Gregg
DeBartolo as an undergraduate in the public service

programs ) , and talent scholarship committee. An
undergraduate in communication sciences, her career
goal is academic administration in higher education.

at an institution that is mandated to stress the value

art. Yet on the other hand the student artist is left with

..... ,.. ......

makes

flats in the CCS lounge.
The "rip off" of equipment and supplies is common
to rampant at any institution, but especially deporable

only a slide and a faint memory of the work much less
any reimbursement for his materials and labor.

,.......
.
y.., ...... ....

The "SAD" investigates sources of difficulty and
brings such to the attention of appropriate staff
members. That person maintains regular office hours,
writes and publishes a college student newsletter,
organizes and supervises a student mailbox system,
and represents the interests of students on various

mean ings. There have been five works or art on three
seperate occasions " ripped off" from the exibition

theft of one of their works. On the one hand the work
must have been held in some esteem in order that a
person risked criminal prosecution to own a work of

,.. ......

..... ..... .... .....

sity.

I n the last few months the meaning of "open",
"free", and "innovative" have taken on new

and goals of an individua l . The student artist is
presented with a paradox of sorts upn learning of the

Mrert...

PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ul.-The "SAD"-student
assistant dean-is the "ombudsperson" for students in
each of the four colleges at Governors State Univer

Dear Editor,

mammals that live and travel on the surface of the sea,
and yellowfin tuna frequently swim below them . Since
tuna fisherman cannot see the tuna they surround and
capture dolphin herds in the hopes that the tuna
swimming beneath will be trapped also.

what opportunities are availa ble for students to par-

Lewin's Process for Effecting Change
Lewin's extremely useful view of a
three-step process for effecting social
change: 1. unfreezing ; 2. moving to a
new level; and 3. refreezing. I n a
particular town, for example, there will
e x i s t a h y p o t he t i c a l " l e v e l of

discriminatio n" against blacks.
Opposing forces determine this level
of discrimination. On the one hand,
specific black-repressi ng social forces
( local prejudices, the desire of whites to
keep certain jobs for themselves, etc . )

can be visualized as pressing down
ward. On the other hand, black
liberating social forces ( white fear of
bl ack rebe l l i o n , recogni tion tha t
d i scri m i na tion is unfair a n d un
democratic, etc . ) press upward. This
opposition of liberative and repressive
in a temporary settling
forces
point where the forces may be
visualized as being in balance, and it is
this uneasy state of balance that con
stitutes the level of discrimination.

The

goal

becomes

to

of

discrimination

social

lower
by

action

this

actions

level

that

then

of

will

unfreeze it, and then move to and
refreeze the level at some lower point.
One of the first steps in unfreezing is

discussion with decision, as we have
seen, or by such large, familiar social
measures as passing and enforcing
voting rights or by expanding and by

upgrading job opportunities.
Most people and agencies pushing for

to change the strengths of the liberative
and repressi ve forces "by adding

social chnnge tend to concentrate solely

However, if the opposition is strongly

�use the "laws" of human nature

have no effect at all.
I n such cases Lewin notes that i t is
necessa ry to "break open the shell of

reestablished. And the crucial con
sideration is whether the level is to be
adequately frozen at the hard-won new
position, or whether through ignorance
and neglect it may be a llowed to slip

forces in the desired direction or by
diminishing opposing forces. "
entrenched or the liberative forces are
shallow and insincere, such moves may

complacency and seH-righteousness"

by deliberately bringing about "an
emotional stir-up."
Once the level is unfrozen then

movement to the lower level may be

accomplished by a great variety of
m ea ns - b y red u c i ng p r ej u d i c e ,
building

group

strength,

by

group

on the unfreezing and the move to new

I){ a planned change in group per
formance as the reaching of a different

level. Permanency of the new level, or
permanency for a desired period,
should be included i n the objective."
Lewin felt that there was a range

within which it was possiible to back
slide from the new level and still be able

levels and they neglect the refreezing.
Lewin, however, stresses the refreezing

to climb back to it with some ease. But
once we pass a certain point of

dictate that an equilibrium must be

beings to operate. And slowly, at first,

back and lock into the old position.
As Lewin put i t : "A change toward a
higher level of group performance is
frequently short-lived; after a 'shot in
the arm,' group life soon returns to the

previous level. This indicates that it
does not suffice to define the objective
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regression, the pull of the old level

then ever more swiftly, attitudes and

behavior gravitate toward and may

eventually lock into the old levels-and

the whole dismal battle has to be fought

all over again.
In short, the new level must be

maintained long enough for it to
become an accepted social fact of life, a
habitual, everyday part of the social

mechanisms of new norms, customs

and laws.

The Veterans Club of GSU held
a Christmas Party Dec. 18 at the
Ground Round Restaurant in
Olympia Fields. More than 200

people attended the party, with
Nebula providing the musical
entertainmen t.

Vet eran's Club Preside n t ,
H e n ry Ba rton I I I sa i d , " T he
Vet's Club has been busy this past
month ; from Decem ber. 1-10 we
headed a toy drive for needy

children and. on December 24,
from 1 2 : 00 - 5 : 00 we hosted a

Sen ior Citizens a n d dis abled
veterans party. We are now in the
proc e ss

basket ba l l

of

org a n i z i n g

league

for

a

high

schools and colleges. We have
had a good year and it is my hope
than more people will get in

volved with Vet's Club in the
coming year. It is not necessary
to be a veteran to par ticipate."

The Student Services Activities Com mi ttee sponsored
Christmas Potluck dinner on Dec. 16 in the Hall of Governors.

a

Frankie Barnes, co-ordinator of student activi ties planned the

event, which featured the Bradley-Bourbonnais High School Choir.
The dinner was open to all students.
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laws Brl ats
CCS to Host Art Exhibit
in the
Art works from various junior colleges will be exhibited
University.
College of Cultura l Studies Lounge at Governors State
etc. by
The exhibition will consist of drawings, painting s, prints,
.
students
college
junior
ting
the participa
5th
The exhibition will be open for public viewing from January
daily,
through the 15th. The hours are 9 : 00 A.M. to 8 : 00 P.M.
hours only.
Saturday and Sunday will be in accord with University
It is planned that this will be an annual competitive exhibition,
for junior college students onlY..

Theology for Lunch with Engbretson
PARK FOREST SOUTH, ILL. 1.0. - "Theology for Lunch"
Wednesday series for January at Governors State University :
January 7 - "The University and Values," Dr. William E .
Engbretson, president, Governors State University.
January 14 - "Black Consciousness 1976," Dr. Paul G. Hill,

university advocate, Governors State University.
January 21 - "Will the Churches Ever Get Together?" Ms.
Susan Vorwerk, chairperson, Interfaith council, Park Forest
South.

January 28 - "A Psychology of Hope," Fr. Joe Stalzer, Campus
Ministries council.
The ecumenical Campus Ministries council is sponsor of the
"bring your own brown-bag lunch" sessions from noon to 1 p.m. in
the student services conference room, D-1120.

Insomnia Volunteers wanted
1 .0. - Volunteers are still being accepted for all insomina
treatment program at Governors State University.
The purpose of the program is to develop and systematically
evaluate short-term treatments for individuals having sleeJH)nset

insomnia, or difficulty falling asleep.
Treatment will begin in early January and finish by late
February.
Further information may be obtained by telephoning Dr. Perry
Nicassio, professor of behavioral studies in the College of Human
Learning and Development, at 312/ 534-5000, x2444 or x2394 .

At least that was the message
i m p l i e d by t h e r a f t of
photographs and artifacts Ju_gged
back recently from the wild, wild
East by Tom Morey and Lloyd
DeG rane a nd exhi bi ted on
Decem ber 15 as a multi-media
show at GSU.
Students DeGrane < H L D ,
Com m u nicati ons > a nd Morey
< CS, Media > cal led their show A
WALK ON THE WILD SIDE.
Black a nd white a nd color
photographs, slides, videotapes
and sculpture surrounded a set
which replicated the sleaze and
grime of bit-city life, right down
to the old second-hand toaster
with the little doors that you flip

open after the toast is burned.
The result of two months of
intensive work, A WALK ON
THE WILD SIDE was easily one
of the most exciting and original
products of student vision yet
seen at this university.
Subjects in the show ranged
from the costumed clerics
smiling on the Sunday steps of St.
Patrick's to the Queen of the
Polish Day Parade. The Queen,
in one of the color photos in the
c o l l e c t i o n , is a w o m a n o f
imposing size a n d yea rs with a
sure sense of grandeur. Sequin
gowned, she surveys her realm
with a rhinestone tiara securely
crowning her black-dyed curls,

Dr. Kenneth Wieg, HLD professor, has been appointed to the
Illinois Psychological Articulation Task Force. The appointment
was made on November 7, by the Illinois Psychological Assoc iation
Workshop.

The Task Force will work with the Illinois Junior College Board
to establish the types of psychological courses that may be offered
at the Community College Level .

Environmental Workshop
Under the sponsorship of the American Society for Ecological
Education, Governors State University in Park Forest South,
Illinois and Mr. Richard Skinner, County Superintendent of
Schools, there will be offered beginning Thursday, January 15, 1976

at Kankakee Community College an Environ mental Education
Workshop for in-service teachers that will run for seven weeks
during the months of January and February.
The initial meeting of the class will be held at Kankakee
Community College on Thursday, January 15 at 6 : 30 PM and
registration will be handled locally at that time in Room
/1!------This off campus module offering is a continuing part of
Governors State University's policy of brining graduate level
offerings to teachers in the servicing area of the University.

International Magazine Offered
On February 3, 1976, The International Students Association will
be publishing the first international magazine to come out of
Governors S t a te U n i v e r s i t y , T H E I N T E R N A T I O N A L
INFORMER.

We are currently seeking people who would lite to share in this
totally new learning experience. If you would lite to see this
magazine get off the ground, or are interested in contributing
articles, contact Tony Richards, Monday-Friday at the GSU
Information Center from noon-5 : 30 p.m., ext. 2464.

THE FIRST EDITION OF

Name

upright piano on which a woman being. Tough and hard-to-kill as
with crimped hair and bias-cut the cockroaches with whom they
satin dress < she may be of share the rotting plaster and
Q u e s t i o n a b l e C h a � a c t e r I decaying woodwork, the people in
sprawls. My own favorite shot of these photog raphs evi nce a
Norman shows h i m leaning p u l s i n g a n d i n d e s t r u c t i b l e
against a crumbling brick wall appetite for life that the most
next to a "sailor" in whites. grinding circumstances cannot
Norman eyes the sailor with an obliterate. But insouciance in the
obvious a nd explicit i n terest face of danger is sometimes not
which I found most endearing. enough. Terror and death are
A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE inextricably woven into the Wild
const i t u t ed a n i nd e l i b l e
c e l e b r a t i o n of t h a t u n i q u e
phenomenon-the urban human

Side, and DeGrane and Morey
don 't let us forget it.

Parking Cards Change Color
On January 5th, only parking cards 16 < Yellow > and 15 < White>
will activate the parking gates. Cards 12 ( blue> and 13 ( tan> will no
longer be valid. There will be no one week grace period as there
was last time.

wearing the biggest pair of ,..----.....,
sparkle-framed sunglasses you
ever saw.
But the sta r of the show was
easily Norman. Norman, they tell

Classilieds

me, is actually a mild-mannered
musician who only plays the
piano in the house of ill-repute

which is New York. But I'll never
believe it. With his gleaming,
shaved-ba ld s k u l l , mustache,

Weig Appointed to I.P .A.T.F.

PLEASE SEND ME FREE A COPY OF
THE INTERNA TIONAL INFORMER.

O R
R H I N E S T O N E
MIDNIGHT - New York is a
cowboy town.

cigar and leather jacket over
bared chest, Norman evokes only
the kinkiest of prurient fantasies
from individuals of all sexes and

proclivities. Sally Bowles would
have eaten him alive.
Some of Wild Side's best

p h o t o g r a p h s of N o r m a n ,
a ffecting m uscle-man poses,
a p p e a r e d on t h e p o s t e r

advertising the show < a ptly
subtitled "The Fil thiest Show in
Town" > . But anyone with the
slightest touch of nostalgie de Ia
boue would also appreciate those
showing him playing an old

Wanted ! Wanted ! Wanted ! Girls
who would like to get 40% oH on
their Holiday Magic cosmetics,
get a F R E E costmetic bag, and
Earn E xtra Money reta i ling the
product ! ! Ca l l : Tony Ring I, 788454 1 . 122075.
For Sa le: Two guitars, Epiphone
Set 150, Acoustic S60.00, Lyle C
603 S25.00, Onyx Chestnut Figure
and

the

Board,

1act: Carl-448-7024

$40.00.
or

Con-

Mai lbox

4 1 3. 1576.
Wanted : Apt. to share. 24 year
· old male looking for apartment to

For Sale : 1972 Toyota
Corona
25 m i les/ g a l lon, S1,
150.00. Con
tact: 754-79 1 3. 1 2 1 775.

For Rent: A cozy· little haven - a
of a
Studio
Apt.
Fur
nished/ carpeted. Edgewood Apt.
gem

$ 1 50.00 a month. Ca l l : (815 ) 4235663, ask for Margaret. 122075.
Sa le: 2

For

yel low

bicyc les

Wanted : Woman to do cook ing
and light housekeeping for 1 adult

share. If you need a roommate
ca l l 754-6820 from 9-5 or 754-27 1 9.

and 3 school-age chi ldren. 3 : 30-

Ask for Bill. 1576.

C a II: 799-4497 after 5 : 30. 122375.

CHILD CAR E CENTER

6 : 30

Mo n . - F r i .

F lossmoor.

REGISTER WITH STUDENT
SERVICES DEC. 9-10 & 2ird

FULL-nME, PARI'-nME,
DROP-IN PROGRAMS
MES i T0 12

CAll SM-5980
Monday
8 A.M.
fhru
to
:. Friday
S:JO P.M.
.... ..... ..... .... .,..
.... ..... ..... .,.... .... .
.... ..... ..... .. .....

PARENT INYOlYEMENT
Ooe-n communecauon oet Neer oarent and
the �ter •s essenttal '" orov•amo Quality

Chi� Gate

In

addlhOn

10 reoufar1y SCheduled

meettngs w•th P¥ents
et��s•ly

be set up

an iiPPO•ntment

an

at almost any hme to get

together foe d•scuss•on

P•rents are u"v•ted

on the Cl'ltld Care Actvtsory
80ra1d Committee and to ICccm�ny the
the Center want

to CN�tte•pate

chtldren on lteldJnps We at

� ""e}Come two-war eommun•cltton We
hOpe paren1s w•ll feel free to get '"�'>ted
Remember - •t s ycwt c.nlet

.....
•tst....
......

... ..... ..... .... .,..
.
... ..... ..... .,........
.... ..... ..... .. .....

City

....., 7S .....,._ ..... ...

State

If you'd hko 10 enroll your thlld. o..
M»out OUf' setVICft. can
c.n•., ••
Cft•td
530·59110
CSI·534-5000. e1t 21C1
Orrector Slewen Helltf

c.e

questiOt'IS

Zip
Please cut ou"t coupon and drop off at the GSU

IDformatlon Center.

Publication Deadline: Jan. 17

Publleatioa : Feb. 3
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brand new, 10 speeds, Best offer.
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Intercultural Communication is the new area of
speciality added recently to the Communication
Science Program in College of Human Learning and

Introduction to Intercultural Communication

area.

Dr.

K.

S.

Sitaram,

professor

of

t·om munication science, is mainly responsible for
developing this area at GSU. Sitaram came to GSU

from the University of Hawaii where he was associate

professor in speec h communication. Sitaram taught

one

of

the

earliest

courses

communication at Hawaii in 1968.

in

There have been many inquiries about the new
universities.

What

follows

is

a

description of the area written by Sitaram.

verbatim

2. Identify the sources of information for cultural

values,

,

under

guidance of

I n t er c u l t u r a l

experienced

is

In

media. The GSU speciality in Intercultural Com
munication focuses on the interaction in interpersonal

4 . Develop messages to achieve a specific goal
directed to audience of a s_pecific culture, subulture,
ethnic group or race.

5. Interview audience of a particular culture, etc . , to

Business and Public Service. The competencies which

collect a specific type of data.

divided into three categories : Theory, Research, and

in a face-to-face situation.

6. Transmit messages in ( 4 ) above via a medium or

7. Skill competencies relevant to the needs of the

student.

The Commun ication Science Progra m : The GSU
in Communication Science includes em

Program

phasis in four areas : Interpersonal Communication
including I nt e r pe r son a l , Orga n i za t iona l and I n 
tercultural Communication ; Media Communication ;

ski l l .

COMPETENCIES FOR T H E SPECIALITY IN IN

An lnnovativt> University. GSU is situated about 35

TERCULTURAL COMM UNICATION

miles south of Chicago, I ll inois. It is a new, innovative

Tech no logy ; a n d Com m u n i c a t i on
Disorders. Students in one or all the four areas usually
take at least one module in Intercultural Com
Educa t i onal

Tht>ory Competencies

and accredited university. All programs at GSU are

I . Explain models of communication and apply

com petency based : what the student learns is ap

them to specific intercultural situations.

plicable to the activities in his everyday life and

2.

learning in each class is measurable in terms of

Define cor'!erps

such

as :

Values,

munication. Also, students from the three other
col leges of GSU take modules in Intercultural Com
munication since they real ize the importance of this

Beliefs,

Ethnocentrism Stereotyping and Meaning.
3. Distinguish between Intracultural, International ,

achievement. The everyday experience of a student at
GSL in Communication Science Program itself is

area not only in the United States but also in other

Interethnic, and lnteracultural Communication.

intercultural . A large number of GSU students and

4.

faculty are from minority groups. Learning inside and

Identify

rei n force

are entirely in

behaviors

tercul tural . Being a senior level university, GSU at

the

cultural

institutions
va lues

that

and

parts of the world today .

originate and

Facilities : The Learning Resources Center and
Instructional Communication Center C ICC> mclude
many books . journals, films. and audio-visual

com m u n i c a t i v e

5. Explain how concept of Perception, etc . , in the
reflect

tracts mat ure students from the communities and

equipment

major philosophical systems of the world

states around it. Therefore, GSU is an ideal place for

systems.

Tht> Spt>ciality. As a part of Interpersonal Com
munication area of emphasis within Communication
Sctence Program , GSU offers a speciality in In

specialize in cultural aspects of the medi a . Federal and
slate agencies provide scholarships and financial

6. Explain how the Percept ion of the world of a

person affects his communicative behavior
7. Explam how culttltal val ues of a person shape his

tercultural Communication. The student will have the
opportunity to learn from some of the pioneers in this

a sislance for GSU students.
Faculty includes:

communicative behavior.

Ana Kong, Ph.D. ( I llinois, 1969>

8. Explain how culture of a person shapes the nature

new area. Because GSU is close to Chicago city, the

Advertising, Research Methods

of the m essages transmitted by him via a mass

student will also have the opportunity to work in

medi um .

situations involving members of many cultures, ethnic

Walt Ostermann, M . A ( I llinois, 1970 >

9. Explain how the culture of a person a ffects the

groups and nationalities in that city.

Communication Theory, Cybernetics

way in which he receives and interprets a message.
1 0 . Disti nguish between beh a v i oristic and

Further, in this area, the student can seek positions

as intercultural communication specialist and cultural

Tulsi Saral , Ph.D. ( Illinois 1969)

humanistic messages transmitted in an intercultural
situation.

advisor in agencies and organizations dealing with
mi nority and ethnic groups. A person with a degree in

Thera peutic Com m u n i c a t i o n , I nterc u l tu ral C o m 
munication

1 1 . Explain the role played by cultural values and

this area will be most qualified to work in government

beliefs i n language development and intercultural

departments, business organizations and educational

K. S. Sitaram , Ph. D . COregon, 1969)

communication.

institutions dealing with peoples of other cultures and

Intercultural Communication, Social Effects of Mass

12. Other theoretical competencies relevant to the

countries. This area is also designed to help instructors

Media

special interests of the student.

who teach students from several cultures, subcultures

Research Competencies

1.

In

Explain

sample,

tercultural Communication can work for a Bachelor of

the research

Hypothesis,

Content

terminology
Analysis,

such

James L. Smith, M . F . A . C Portland State, 1 963 )

as

Organizational Communication, Mass Media

Interview

For further information, cal l or write to :

Schedule, Coding, Inference, and Validity as applied to

Arts or Master of Arts degree. Specialization is also
possible in one area of the student's interest such as

K .S. Sitaram, Professor

intercultural research.

Program in Communication Science
College of Human Learning and Development

2. Develop a research method designeq to study a
specific culture etc., or be�ween specific cultures, etc.

intercultural communication in business, education,
government and even research. Module Ccourse l of

Governors State University

3. Implement the Methodology developed in ( 2 )

ferings include:

Park Forst South, ILL. 60466

above.

Wllller Trl•lller 1976 Seh...

Classes Begin for Block I (January-Aprll l

Located in the Planning Building, Central Duplicating provides
full reproduction facilities to Governors State Colleges, faculty,

students,

support

Community.

units

as

well

as

the surrounding

G.S.U.

Services include: Instant printing for requests of from 1 to 500
copies duplic ted on either 8-1/ 2x l l or 8- 1/ 2x14,
white 50 ib. offset
�
paper, black mk only.
Module materials, resumes, forms, notices, small newsletters,

etc., a re but a few of the many items that may be reproduced using
this method.

Regula� offset : This mode of reproduction enables the printing of
.
htgh qua h ty one and two color, newsletters, pictures, letterheads,

envelopes, brochures, multiple part, carbonless forms, etc.
J o� completion time required for instant printing averages 3 to 5
workmg days < depending on existing workload ) . Regular offset, 5
to

10

working

days, again depending on existing

prevailing at that time.

workloads

Collateral Services Available:

�ol lating, stapling, padding, saddle stitching, folding, cutting,
.
drtlhng, round cornering.

For additional information, please call E xtensions 2191/ 2192. We
_
wtll be pleased to assist you in regards to any special reproduction

problems you may have.

needed for the study of Intercultural

Communication. ICC also has most modern equipment
in color television for the student who wishes to

cultural values of the peoples who believe in the

studies of intercultural communication.

attitudes,

while interacting with members of another culture.

more on research and application than on theory and

as well as mass media settings.

customs,

3. Demonstrate sensitivity to cultural values etc.,

a

Ski l l . At the undergraduate level, more of theory and
skill and less research and application are em
phasized. At the graduate level, the emphases are

place either in face-to-face situations or via mass

expectations,

the student wishes to communicate.

faculty.

Com m u n i c a tion

beliefs,

)!n_iuage, and communication of a people with whom

a student will acquire at the end of the program are

tercultural communication. The interactions can take

student specializing in

I . Demonstrate the ability of "Creative Listening"

module!> in otl.�t colleges : College of Cultural Studies.

identify four types of intercultural communication :

A

in an intercultural situation.

College of Environmental Studies, and College of

di fferences between the interacting persons, we can

Module Offerings.

Community Communication Systems

Skill Competencies

Human Learning and Development, but also can take

communication. Based on cultural similarities and

and minority groups.

6. Research competencies relevant to the needs of

� ultidisciplinary area, the student will study not only
m Communication Science Program at GSU College of

munication but also the many factors which affect such

experience outside the classroom

developed by the student or another person.
the student.

Beca use

with not only the actual act of intercultural com

a nd

5. Measure the effectiveness of a specific method of

Semantics and Communication
Fundamentals of Cybernetics

program

the study of interaction between members of slightly to

Interra c i a l

intercultural communication C skill competency - 4 >

Competencies. Each student will develop his own

entirely differing cultures. As an area of study, it deals

I nteret h n i c ,

Communication of Innovations
Human Values
Language Development

Communication Sens_itivity
Intercultural Com�unication Research

Intercultural Communication has been defined as

l nt ra c u l t u r a l ,

etc.

Black History

intercultural

specialty from students and faculty from GSU and
other

Culture, Media and Satellites

Culture and the Classroom Teacher

offered last year. more than 200 students have enrolled
this

a specific culture etc., or between specific cultures,

Culture and Message Development

Development. From the time the first module was
in

4. Review research literature on communication in

Culture and Communication Process

January 5

Classes Begin for Block 2 (January-February >

January 5

Schedule Changes for Block I < Ja nuary-April >

January 5- 1 0

Schedule Changes for Block 2 ( January-Februa ry >
I IOLIDA Y - Martin Luther King's Birthday
I nstruction Ends for Block 2 < January-February )
Eva luation Period for Block 2 ( JanuaryFebruary >
Session Ends for Block 2 (January-February )
Classes Begin for Block 3 < March-April
Schedule Changes for Block 3 < March-April >
I nstruction Ends for Block I (January-Apri l >
Evalua tion Period for Block I < January-April >
Instruction Ends for Block 3 < March-April >

January 5,6,7
January 1 5
February 25

February 26, 27, 28
February 28
March 1
March I , 2, 3
April l 7
April l9-24
April 2 1

Evaluation Period for Block 3 < March-April )

April 24

Session Ends for Block I <January-April >

April 24

Session Ends for Block 3 < March-April >

April 24
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3rd

2 nd

1 st

Directory

.

8

I

MAI N ENTRANCE -

10

-

18

Boiler Room
2

Gymnasium

3

Swimming Pool

4

Multi-Purpose Room

5

Handball Court

6

Personnel Office

7

Central Duplicating

8

Department of Public Safety

9

Switchboard

10

Business Office

11

Nurse's Office

12

Cashier

13

Admissions & R ecords

13

Cooperative Education

13

Registrar

14

F i nancial Aids

I·
'

I

1 4a Student Services

16

":
0.:

1 st Floor

3

c

c

14

University Advocate

15

Commun ity Conference Room

16

Drama Workshop

17

Hall of Governors

18

I nstructional Communications Center

2

19

Kitchen

�
�

20

Cafeteria

-RAMP

@

21

Bookstore

22

Multi-Media Dome

•

23

Recital Hall

24

College of Cultural Studies

25

College of Environmental & Applied Sciences

I

2 nd Floor
Recreative Studies
2

code

� �
�
� �
� � �
�� � �

��� �
D3304

Comput�r Center •

3

Learning Resources Center

4

College of Cultural Studies

5

College of Environmental & Appl ied Sciences

•

Access via 1 st floor elevator.

3rd Floor
1

College of Busi ness & Public Service

2

College of H u man Learning & Development

3

Commun ications

4

President's Office

5

Research & I nnovation

6

Academic Affairs

6

Junior College Relations

6

Un iversity Vice Presidents
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